Westlaw

What is Westlaw?
Westlaw is a database that has access to international law and news as well as some Australian content.

You can search this database to find case law and secondary sources.

Where can I find Westlaw?
You can find a link Westlaw on the Law Guide: http://libguides.cdu.edu.au/cdulaw

How do I search Westlaw?
The main search box searches US law. You can search by citation or using keywords.

Use advanced search for more searching options.

Use the side menu to search across the news and other collections. Select International Materials to search across material from Canada, EU, HK, UK and others.
How do I search for international materials?

After selecting ‘International materials’ from the Westlaw home page you will then be able to search across other jurisdictions, you can further refine your search by selecting narrowing down to one jurisdiction or by content type:

The search box will now search all international material.

Narrow your search by selecting jurisdiction or content type.

Search using citation or keywords:

How do I interpret my results?

Use the side menu to narrow your result by content type.

Click the title to access a resource.

How do I reference this resource?

This will depend on what your resource type is. See Part IV of the Australian Guide to Legal Citation (AGLC) for International Materials.